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Where did the term "Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy" come from? In

the beginning (that would be about 1965) there was only "x-ray spectroscopy,"

which meant "wavelength dispersive x-ray spectroscopy." When semicon-

ductor detectors came on the scene there was a possibility of confusion, so

the new method had to have a new name. Very soon there were a variety of

names, including "nondispersive spectroscopy," "energy analyzer," "pulse

height spectroscopy," "semiconductor counter spectroscopy," and

"semiconductor x-ray spectroscopy," as well as "Si(Li) [and Ge(Li)] spectrom-

eters." Of course no one was going to try to raise money to manufacture

"Si(Li) spectrometers"; they would be laughed at! (This business is only

slightly silly.)

About 1972 the term "energy dispersive spectroscopy" was gaining

prevalence, and people had started to rename the Bragg reflection spectrome-

ters "wavelength dispersive." There was some resistance because the Si(Li)-

based spectrometer does not disperse, it just detects. Semiconductor detec-

tors are energy-sensitive spectrometers. Likewise, Bragg spectrometers do

not "disperse" in the same way that a prism or grating disperses visible light,

since only one wavelength is reflected at a time. You could say that a shot-

gun disperses shot, but not a rifle; a crowd could disperse, but not an individ-

ual. Bragg spectrometers are "wavelength sensitive" spectrometers. How-
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Submicron Calibration Standards
0.3 um and 0.7 Jim - ID and 2D

Original Gratings
Tungsten over Polymer on Silicon

Accurate
3CT variation ± 3% over 3 mm x A mm area

Durable
over 1,000,000 new measurement sites per sample

Easy to Use
Rated 4,4 out of 5.0 at labs like yours

Versatile
3 mm x 4 mm silicon chip can be mounted anywhere

Inexpensive - Especially NOW!
All 4 types: $275 each*

Available Today!

Ask for the New MOXTEK Calibration Standard
from your favorite microscopy supplier or

MOXTEK, Inc. (801)225-0930
Try one now Risk Free*

[f you don't, like it send it back for a full refund
•This Special Introductory OiTer ends September 15, 1995.

ever, the purists lost the battle, and the slightly cockeyed definitions took over.

Last month I discussed small band gap semiconductors and their potential

advantages. There are also semiconductors with larger band gaps than silicon

and germanium, and a lot of research is being put into them. Wide band gap

semiconductors include diamond, silicon carbide, cadmium telluride, gallium ar-

senide, mercuric iodide, and lead iodide.

The biggest advantage that a wide band gap semiconductor could give to

x-ray detection is operation at room temperature. At room temperature even the

highest resistance silicon and germanium have leakage current due to thermal

ionization of earners. The forbidden band gap is small enough that some room-

temperature electrons can jump it. So silicon and germanium must be cooled to

liquid nitrogen temperatures to prevent this. As the band gap gets larger the

probability that an electron will jump it becomes less and less, until at band gaps

of a couple of electron volts there is no thermal leakage current at room tempera-

ture.

As I discussed last month, a large band gap detector will produce less

charge when it absorbs an x-ray. This gives more statistical noise and less reso-

lution. On the other hand, a room temperature detector could be made smaller,

lighter, cheaper, and more portable than a liquid nitrogen cooled detector. There

are many applications in which high band gap detectors would work well.

The only single-chemical-element semiconductor with a wide band gap is

diamond. The band gap of diamond is 5.5 electron volts. This is much higher

than is needed fora room temperature detector, so the statistical noise is high.

Diamond has great electroti mobility, however, and successful radiation detectors

have been made with it. Unfortunately, carbon is a light element and you need a

lot of it to stop your typical x ray. The only diamonds that are perfect enough for

x-ray detection are those that are perfectly colorless and transparent. Large,

dear diamonds are in great demand for boring applications such as body adorn-

ment. Diamond x-ray detectors will probably not hit the market any time soon.

This leaves us with compound semiconductors, a number of which are

available. The problem with compound semiconductors is that they are very hard

to make perfect. Even though the band gap may be high enough for high resistiv-

ity at room temperature, lattice defects, impurities, and surface problems can

also induce leakage current. A number of high band gap compound semiconduc-

tors have been studied, but most have had leakage current that prevented their

use at room temperature. The two that have been useful are mercuric iodide

(Hglj) and lead iodide (Pbl;). These seem to have a mechanism to self-

compensate defects and impurities, and so have high resistivity. Both Hgl2 and

Pblj have been used to make good x-ray detectors and will soon make a splash

in the marketplace.

In Part V I I mentioned that one way to get a desired band gap is to make an

alloy or compound of too or more group IVA elements. For example, silicon and

germanium form a continuous series of solid solutions, and the band gaps of their

alloys are also continuous between those of the pure elements. Unfortunately a

detector made of such an alloy would not have much advantage over one of pure

silicon or p u e germanium. It would have a lot of escape peaks, though!

An alloy of silicon and carbon would be nice, allowing flexibility to exactly

define the trade off between operating temperature and resolution. Of course

there are no alloys of silicon and carbon, only one compound-silicon carbide.

Silicon carbide is hard to make in a big chunk because it has a high melting

temperature and crystal phase transformations between the growth temperature

and room temperature. Small wafers of SiC have been made by vapor transport,

but they are too low in resistivity to make x-ray detectors.

In conclusion, silicon will continue to be used for most x ray detectors. Ger-

manium is now being introduced as a high-performance option. Hgl2 will soon be

introduced as a moderate resolution detector for low cost and portable applica-

tions. •
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The Amray Model 3600 LEAP
[Low Energy Advanced Performance) can propel your field emission SEM
performance beyond current boundaries to a new standard of excellence.
The Amray 3600 LEAP delivers: • high resolution - 4nm at 1 kV, 1.5nm at
15kV D optimized geometry for a short working distance at high tilts
with large samples [6mm w.d._
at 45° tilt] n high kV (25kV)
for uncofnpromised analytical
capabilities a highly reliable
patented Schottky field
emission gun • 2048 x
2048 frame buffer for
advanced digital imaging .
• two 17',' high resolu-
tion, 1000 line viewing
monitors • 5 axes motor-
ized eucentric stage • motorized 8" linear load lock for rapid
sample exchange • embedded computer control for all SEM functions

The Amray 3600 LEAP provides resolution that's out of
this world - call 1-800-225-1462 for complete information on the
Model 3600 LEAP and other Amray systems.
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